COLLEGE DAY

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT BOSTON

January 31, 1972

Four O’Clock

Faculty Lounge, Library

You are cordially invited to participate in the College Day Program of the University of Massachusetts at Boston: brief formalities at Four o’clock, followed by sherry and cheese.

President Wood, Deans Marshall, Rosen and Tagliacozzo will join us.

Francis L. Broderick
Chancellor

RSVP
EXT 289
Harold Wolozin (Economics) in the National Tax Journal says Economics and Law must face up to the problems of environmental disruption. To reverse the present destruction of the environment, he says one approach is "to recognize and treat the 'right to pollute' as revokable government largess rather than a property right and to treat environmental quality as a government largess which might be constitutionally guaranteed, by amendment to the constitution."

He says that environmental quality should be accepted as an "inalienable right, constitutionally guaranteed."

F. Donald Costello, Director of Admissions, reports that applications for the Fall term as of January 11 are up by 33 per cent. Freshmen applications are at the 2207 mark, transfers at 288, and 28 have filed interchange applications. The same number of men and women have applied for transfer and interchange; for the freshmen, 1162 men and 1045 have made applications.

Boston Globe feature writer Gloria Negri (1/18--FM) has written a comprehensive story on the range of assignments given to UMass-Boston students in the ACTION Program. Joanna Ross, Director of the Program, was interviewed by Miss Negri.

Some months ago Arnold Beichman (Politics) authored a clear and cutting commentary about the nonsense and lies about the United States. The article fomented a controversy, and Beichman went to his typewriter and expanded it to book-length. It will be published in March by The Library Press. Beichman takes on the prophets of doom with clarity and candor that tells the world where this "fighting liberal of the old school" places his bets.
Duplicating Department

During this week (January 24 -28) the Duplicating Department will be moving to new space in the basement of the Salada Building. This will mean a minimum of two days down time for the shop. Departments are asked to limit their duplicating requests during this period to only the most essential and immediate needs. We will try to accommodate all such orders or give adequate warning to those that cannot be handled. Monday, January 31, should see us back in a full-production mode.

Student Volunteers

In addition to the student volunteers who are tutoring children in Dorchester, in cooperation with Dorchester House, other students are working on a one-on-one basis as tutors in Chinatown with the Chinese Golden Age. Chinese Community Center, and the Chinatown Adult Education Program. Another group for some time has been working through the Columbia Point Community Center, and the tutorial program at Norfolk Prison is expected to be expanded during the spring term.

Did You Know This About Dorchester?

When UMass-Boston is located in Dorchester in September, 1973, you can look out your window and image that the tea tossed into Boston Harbor at that Tea Party floated with the tides and landed on the campus beach.

Or, you can look across the bay at Thompson's Island, which in 1639 was a part of Dorchester. The residents of that isle were taxed to establish the first free public school in the New World.

Debate, anyone?